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a Nepali Sherpa mountain guide, has created a world record by scaling Mt. Qomolangma, the world's highest peak, twice in the shortest span of time in a
season, organizers said Thursday. Sherpa first ...
Nepali guide becomes fastest climber to do dual ascents on Mt. Qomolangma
KATHMANDU, Nepal (AP) — A coronavirus outbreak on Mount Everest has infected at least 100 climbers and support staff, an expert mountaineering
guide said ... Saturday one of his foreign guides and six ...
Guide: Over 100 virus cases on Everest despite Nepal denials
It drank deeply, raised its head, looked around, and then drank some more. Despite being a wildlife tracker and guide, I had never seen a tiger that close
before. In fact, it is quite rare to see ...
Nepal’s wild elephants are also on the move
Nepali Sherpa guide Kami Rita poses for a picture on May 2 at the Everest base camp. (Prakash Mathema/AFP/Getty Images) An expert climbing guide
said Saturday he believes that a coronavirus ...
Climbing guide reports large COVID-19 outbreak on Mount Everest
Documentary director Jen Peedom chronicles an industrial dispute like no other in her thoughtful account of high risk at high altitude, Sherpa: Trouble On
Everest. One woman’s gruelling ...
Nepali movies & news
International mountain guide Lhakpa Rangdu Sherpa of Happy Feet Mountaineers ... If anything, in recent decades, Nepali knowledge about Western
Romantic fantasies about non-western people and places ...
Why are Sherpas always happy?
Mountain guide Lukas Furtenbach speaks to The Associated ... said one of his foreign guides and six Nepali Sherpa guides have tested positive. "I think
with all the confirmed cases we know now ...
Climbing guide says at least 100 virus cases on Everest
Kathmandu [Nepal], May 25 (ANI): Record-holding Nepali guide, Kami Rita Sherpa ... Kami Ritamade his successful ascent of Mount Everest on May 7
this year. He was accompanied by 11 other Sherpa ...
Record-breaking Sherpa halts attempt to scale Everest for 26th time, says Mountain Goddess warned him
An expert guide says a coronavirus outbreak on Mount ... said Saturday one of his foreign guides and six Nepali Sherpa guides have tested positive. “I think
with all the confirmed cases we ...
Guide: Over 100 virus cases on Everest despite Nepal denials
KATHMANDU, May 25 – A Nepali Sherpa, who has climbed Mount Everest ... mountain via the traditional southeast ridge route on May 7, breaking his
own record with a 25th ascent.
Record-breaking Sherpa says mountain goddess warned him from 26th Everest ascent
A coronavirus outbreak on Mount Everest has infected at least 100 climbers and support staff, an expert mountaineering guide said ... his foreign guides and
six Nepali Sherpa guides have tested ...
Guide: Over 100 virus cases on Everest despite Nepal denials
KATHMANDU, Nepal (AP) — A coronavirus outbreak on Mount Everest has infected at least 100 climbers and support staff, an expert mountaineering
guide said ... guides and six Nepali Sherpa ...
Guide: Over 100 virus cases on Everest despite Nepal denials
Mountain guide Lukas Furtenbach speaks to The Associated ... said Saturday one of his foreign guides and six Nepali Sherpa guides have tested positive. “I
think with all the confirmed cases ...
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